Abstract : A specific mapping is introduced to reduce the Dirac action to the non-relativistic (Pauli -Schrödinger) action for spinors. Using this mapping, the structures of the vector and axial vector currents in the nonrelativistic theory are obtained. The implications of the relativistic Ward identities in the non-relativistic limit are discussed. A new non-abelian type of current in the Pauli -Schrödinger theory is obtained. As we show, this is essential for the closure of the algebra among the usual currents. The role of parity in the non-relativistic theory is also discussed.
Section I. Introduction
The low energy effective description of a system usually requires the study of a non-relativistic (NR) field theory. In general, however such theories and their symmetries are difficult to handle due to the occurrence of a universal time so that a systematic covariant formulation is no longer available. A possible way is to abstract the NR limit of the corresponding relativistic theory by developing a systematic algorithm. This approach has found applications in various contexts; for example, in fluid dynamics [1, 2] , in identifying possible dark matter candidates in particle physics models [3, 4] , understanding NR diffeomorphism [5, 6, 7] and other assorted phenomena [8, 9, 10] .
At the kinematic level there is the group contraction method that takes a group associated with a relativistic theory to the group corresponding to the NR theory in a certain limit. A typical example is the contraction of the Poincare group to the Galilean group. Such contraction techniques, however, fail to provide insights or connections into the dynamical aspects of the concerned theories. Thus if we want to obtain the Schrodinger theory as a NR limit of relativistic scalar field theory, the group contraction method is no longer helpful. This issue has been discussed at some length in [9] . For example, the Schrodinger theory cannot be obtained from the real Klein-Gordon theory simply because the U (1) invariance of the former is not there in the latter. One may then try a complex scalar theory but other complications arise and the agreement of symmetries becomes problematic. This is basically tied to the fact that the complex scalar theory, unlike the Schrodinger theory, is a second order theory. This prompts another approach, the so called Eisenhart lift approach [11] . In this case the scalar theory is expressed in light cone coordinates which essentially converts it into a first order system. Then the passage to the Schrodinger theory may be achieved [9] . There is a reasonable amount of literature [7, 4, 9] in discussing the transition of the scalar theory to the Schrodinger theory, both in flat and curved backgrounds.
As is known Pauli modified the Schrodinger theory to introduce spin in a NR context which is called the Pauli-Schrodinger (PS) model. It is therefore expected that this model should be recovered from the standard Dirac theory. In this specific case both the Dirac and PS theories are first order, so the additional complexities arising in the scalar case are avoided. Naturally it is also not necessary to pass to the light cone formulation. The transition from the Dirac theory to the PS theory has also been treated in the literature, albeit with the motivation of consistency checks [12, 13, 14] .
In this paper we will discuss the NR reduction of the Dirac theory to the PS theory in full details, highlighting many aspects that have not been considered previously. In section II, a specific mapping is introduced to achieve this reduction. We begin by showing the mapping among the field equations which is extended to include the respective actions. The analysis is carried out both in the absence and presence of a magnetic field. There are important differences between the two cases. We show that it is only when the magnetic field is present, the spin term in the NR case is generated unambiguously. We have discussed the various space time generators and established their complete equivalence through our suggested mapping. In section III, an analysis of the Noether currents and their conservation has been performed. Both vector and axial vector currents are treated. The axial case, in particular, shows how the role of γ 5 is translated in the PS theory, despite the fact that it cannot be introduced in a conventional way in the NR case. The axial Ward identity for the Dirac theory actually translates to an identity in the PS theory. This is distinct from the standard way of obtaining the Ward identities by using the equations of motion. A detailed account of the current algebra is presented in section IV. We now have a surprise. The algebra does not close hinting at the presence of some new currents. We are able to identify the source of these new currents. The point is that in contrast to the pure Schrödinger theory involving a single component object, the PS theory admits an extra non-abelian type symmetry transformation leading to these new currents. The complete algebra involving the standard currents and the new currents now closes. In section VI we have discussed the role of parity transformations in the Dirac and PS theories. These transformations are consistently related using our mapping. Section V contains our conclusions.
Section II. Field Equation, Lagrangian and the Space-time Generators

IIA. The Free Field Equations
We start with the standard form of the Dirac equation :
where α and β are the well known Dirac matrices:
σ i 's being the three Pauli matrices. We have deliberately avoided setting = c = 1. If we factor out the oscillation due to the rest mass by substituting :
then the time evolution of ψ 0 is given by the equation :
Next, we split the four component spinor ψ 0 into two two-component spinors ξ 0 and η 0 :
so that (4) reads :
which splits into the pair of equations :
Note that the right hand side of (8) contains terms proportional to c and c 2 , while the left hand side is independent of c. Retaining only the leading (O(1/c)) terms in the non-relativistic limit c → ∞ shows that (8) ceases to present the dynamics of the field η 0 and instead, provides a direct expression for η 0 in terms of the other spinor ξ 0 :
We find the spinor η 0 to be suppressed by a factor of c compared to ξ 0 (or rather its derivative). This property of the positive energy solutions is well known and this is the reason why ξ 0 and η 0 are often called the 'large' and the 'small' components of ψ 0 respectively in the text [15] . Substituting the expression for η 0 from(9) back in (7), we obtain :
Eq.(10) was originally proposed by Pauli as an extension of Schrödinger equation to incorporate spin. Using :
the above equation reduces to the Schrödinger type equation :
where ξ 0 is now a two-component spinor. Although (10) and (12) are algebraically equivalent, the role of spin is manifest only in (10) . This becomes transparent in the presence of a magnetic field, as discussed subsequently in section IIB.
One might wish to go one step further. If we decide not to drop the left hand side of (8) right away, then the expression (9) for η 0 gets modified to :
The expression of course, involves the field η 0 itself, so we apply the method of successive approximation and replace η 0 on the right hand side of (13) by the same expression, but this time, retaining the dominant term alone. We thus have :
Now substituting this expression for η 0 in (7), we have :
where the σ-matrices have disappeared because of their algebra (11) . Again appealing to the successive approximation technique, the time derivative of ξ 0 appearing in the right hand side of (15) is substituted from (15) itself. Dropping the sub-leading term, this yields :
The second term on the right hand side of (16) is the familiar relativistic correction to the Pauli-Schrödinger equation, that finds application, for example, in the hydrogen atom problem. The above equation is a differential representation of the non-relativistic energy operator, subtracting out the rest energy,
IIB. The Field Equations in Presence of a Magnetic Field
In presence of a magnetic field, the Dirac equation assumes the form :
The substitution (3) now leads to the equation :
which, when expressed in terms of the two-component spinors, reads :
Under the non-relativistic approximation,(9) now gets modified to :
Substituting back in (20), this yields :
Invoking (11), the above equation reduces to :
where
The last equation displays the intrinsic magnetic moment of the fermion (s i = 2 σ i ), coupling with the magnetic field with the correct gyro-magnetic ratio : g = 2.
To appreciate the manifestation of spin in the non-relativistic theory, it is noted, that although the Dirac equation (18) in presence of the magnetic field is obtained from (1) by the minimal substitution prescription of replacing the ordinary derivatives by the covariant derivatives : (12) and (24) do not share this property. There is an extra spin coupling term σ · B in (24).
In other words, taking the non-relativistic limit c → ∞ and making minimal substitution are not commutative. However, if we take (10) as the starting point (instead of (12)), then the spin coupling term would be generated by the minimal substitution. Here the process of taking c → ∞ limit and the minimal substitution are commutative.
IIC. The Negative Energy Solutions
Dirac equation, as we know permits negative energy solutions (E = − c 2 p 2 + m 2 c 4 ), the energy spectrum being bounded above by E max = −mc 2 . To obtain the non-relativistic limit appropriate for these solutions, we replace (3) by the substitution :
As a consequence, ψ 0 now satisfies :
and the pair of equations (7) and (8) gets replaced by :
Retaining the leading O(1/c) contributions in the non-relativistic limit c → ∞ in (27) yields :
Note that, for negative energy solutions, ξ 0 is suppressed compared to (∂η 0 /∂x i ) as we find in the literature. Substituting in (28) and manipulating the σ-algebra, one finds :
which is Schrödinger equation with a negative mass. Let us keep in mind, that in the non-relativistic limit : p → 0 for the negative energy solutions, E → −mc 2 , which can be interpreted as the rest energy of a particle having a negative rest mass.
IID. The Lagrangian
Despite an agreement among the equations of motions, there may be a mismatch between the corresponding actions. This, however, does not happen here. Let us start from the usual Dirac theory :
where the various constants are chosen so that the Lagrangian density has the dimension of energy density. Expressed in terms of the 2-component spinors, L D assumes the form :
Making the substitution (3), which may be equivalently written as :
the following expression is obtained :
If we now replace the field η 0 by its expression (9) as before and work out the sigma algebra, the Lagrangian density (35), in the leading order approximation c → ∞, leads to the Schrödinger theory :
IIE. Hamiltonian
We next propose to investigate the behaviours of the various space-time generators in the non-relativistic limit. Let us begin with the Dirac Hamiltonian. Starting from the Dirac action (31) or (32), it is simple to find the momentum conjugate to the field ψ, which is (i /c)ψ † and the Hamiltonian density can be readily obtained.
Re-expressing in terms of the fields ξ and η, H D takes the form :
The substitution (34) reduces the expression into :
Elimination of the field η 0 (in the leading order approximation) with the help of (9) and simplification with the help of (11), the Hamiltonian density becomes :
The Hamiltonian can be obtained by integrating over the space co-ordinates. An integration by parts yields :
which is nothing but the Schrödinger Hamiltonian.
IIF. The generators of translation and rotation
We know that the Hamiltonian is the generator of the translation in time. So, along with the study of its form in the non-relativistic limit, it is instructive to investigate the structures of the generators of translation and rotation in space, viz, the momentum and the angular momentum, in the same limit.
For the Dirac theory (31),or (32), the (0,i) component of the energymomentum tensor is given by :
Expressed in terms of the fields (ξ 0 , η 0 ), it reads :
The field η 0 however is suppressed compared to the field ξ 0 , by a factor (1/c) [see (9)]. Therefore the second term in the right hand side of the equation is suppressed by a factor of (1/c 2 ). Dropping that term, the expression for the generator for translation becomes :
If one starts from the Schrödinger theory (36), the generator for translation assumes exactly the same form. The generator of rotation for the Dirac theory has the expression :
which is equivalent to :
where the last piece is the spin term. Once again introducing the (ξ 0 , η 0 ) fields, we find :
The bilinear term involving η † 0 and η 0 , on exploiting (9), is found to be O(1/c 2 ) and hence ignored. The final result is :
We observe that the spin contribution in its four-component form, appearing in (46), or (47), has shown up in its own style (two-component form) in the non-relativistic theory. It is straightforward to show that the fields have their expected transformations under these generators. For example, taking the rotations,
where the first piece is the orbital part and the second reveals the spin part. This shows that the Galilean algebra holds.
Section III. Noether Currents, their Conservation and Current Algebra
In this section, we discuss the structures of the vector current, axial current and their divergences in the non-relativistic theory, starting from their relativistic counterparts. While the results for the vector case are reproduced by directly starting from the Pauli-Schrödinger Lagrangian, the same is not true for the axial case, due to the absence of γ 5 in the nonrelativistic theory.
IIIA. The Vector Current and its Conservation
The Dirac Lagrangian, as we know, is symmetric under the 'global' gauge transformation : ψ → e −iα ψ and the corresponding Noether current density, defined as :
is conserved. In three-vector notation :
The Pauli-Schrödinger theory (36) also respects the same gauge symmetry mentioned above and the corresponding charge and current density are obtained as :
We propose to investigate, whether J D 0 and J D i (52), obtained from the Dirac Lagrangian, reduce to their counterparts J P S 0 and J P S i (53) and (54), in the non-relativistic limit. Making the substitution (3) and re-writing in terms of the two-component spinors as usual, J 0 D becomes :
The second term, as indicated by (9), is suppressed compared to the first, so that,
We thus find a complete agreement of J 0 with J P S 0 in form. Similar operations reduce J D i to
As we substitute η 0 from (9), we find :
Making use of the sigma algebra (11), we find that J i breaks up into two pieces :
Thus the non-relativistic limit of J D i differs from the corresponding Schrödinger current by a spin dependent term.If we extend our free theory to a case where a magnetic field is present, then the Dirac Lagrangian density 31), gets modified to :
The interaction term : (ecψγ i ψ)A i generates an extra piece in the action :
The last expression represents the well-known coupling of the spin magnetic moment of the fermion with the magnetic field. This is the origin of the additional term in the current (60) As far as the conservation of the vector current J µD (in the non-relativistic limit) is concerned, the second term in the right hand side of (60) does not contribute in ∂ i J D i , since it is the curl of a vector. Similarly, J D 0 reduces to a form identical to J P S 0 , as shown in (56). Therefore, the conservation of this current can be demonstrated in the usual way, with the help of the Schrödinger equation.
IIIB. The Axial Current and its Divergence
The kinetic part of the Dirac Lagrangian respects another symmetry, which however is broken by the mass term. This is the chiral symmetry : ψ → e −iαγ 5 ψ. The corresponding Noether current has a non-zero divergence, proportional to the fermion mass.
The Schrödinger or the Pauli-Schrödinger theory, on the other hand, has no chiral symmetry, simply because the chirality operator γ 5 is not defined here. However, we can take the non-relativistic limit of the chiral current of the Dirac theory and thus find an analogue of the chiral current in the Pauli-Schrödinger theory. Introducing the fields ξ 0 and η 0 as before, J 0
5D
and J i 5D assume the forms :
We also re-write the right hand side of (63) (let us call it J 5D ) as :
Now we observe that the second term in the expression for J D i5 is negligible compared to the first, in the c → ∞ limit. So, we find :
It is interesting to note that the curl of this three-vector axial current is proportional to the extra term that appeared in the expression for the space part of the vector current (60). This is not strange, as the curl of an axial vector is an ordinary (polar) vector. Following our standard algorithm, we next replace η 0 by its expression (9) . Consequently, J 0 5D becomes :
and J D 5 becomes :
Expressions (67), (68) and (69) yield the structures of the chiral currents and the chiral mass term in the Pauli-Schrödinger theory. Let us note that J 05 is already suppressed by a factor of c compared to J i5 and J 5 . Therefore the charge density ρ 5 = J 05 /c is suppressed by a factor c 2 and so is ∂ 0 J 05 . So, while computing the divergence of the axial current, we drop the term ∂ 0 J 05 . Now it is trivial to see that ∂ i J i5 , computed from (67) precisely matches J 5 , as given by (69) and the divergence equation (63) is verified using non-relativistic forms. It may be observed that the equality of ∂ µ J µD 5
and J D 5 in the nonrelativistic limit, is simply an identity and unlike the conservation of the vector current, one does not require the equations of motion to demonstrate it. The only input necessary is the relation (9) . This is different from the relativistic case, where (63) has to be obtained by exploiting the equations of motion.
A remarkable feature in the above mentioned equation is its chiral limit. If m → 0, one would expect J D 5 to vanish, as it is apparent from its definition (66). However, if we start with a non-vanishing rest mass, take the nonrelativistic limit and then make m → 0, we end up with a non-zero result as one can see from (69). The reason is that, as m becomes small, the field η 0 becomes proportionately large, as the relation (9) indicates. The order of the limits should not be reversed, as in the massless limit, a particle tends to move at the speed of light, hence the non-relativistic limit does not make sense.
Section IV. Current Algebra
IVA. Algebra of the Vector and the Axial Currents and Charges
If we quantize the Dirac theory, the fields ψ and ψ † obey the following equal-time anti-commutation relation :
where α, β are the spinor indices. The bilinears, constructed out of these fields, consequently, obey the following algebra :
where Γ 1 , Γ 2 are any two members of the Clifford algebra. By making suitable choices for them, we can compute the commutators of our interest. For the standard Dirac vector and axial vector currents, defined before as :
≡ c(ψγ µ γ 5 ψ), we find :
The non-relativistic limits of the above currents however, do not obey such trivial commutation relations. In this limit,
assumes the rather complicated expression (60). The limiting value of J 5D i , on the other hand is obtained in (67) and that of J 0 5D , is furnished in (68). In the Pauli-Schrödinger Lagrangain, i ξ † 0 is canonically conjugate to ξ 0 and hence follow the anti-commutation relation :
when the theory is quantized. Here the spinor indices α, β of course, take only two values. The non-relativistic counterparts of (72) to (74) can now be obtained by straightforward calculation. The results that follow are completely based on the dictionary, connecting the relativistic and nonrelativistic expressions. The space component of the vector current J i has two pieces, as shown in (60). The second piece commutes with the time component J 0 , while the first piece does not. The overall result for the commutator becomes :
Also, the commutator of J 0 and the space component of the axial current J i vanishes in the non-relativistic limit, like the relativistic case :
It is interesting to note that in the c → ∞ limit, the time component of the axial current is suppressed with respect to its space component by a factor of c. In case of the vector current however, the time component dominates its space counterpart by the same factor! Therefore, the commutator of J 05 with J i is negligible compared to all the other commutators mentioned in (72), (73) and (74) and may be considered to vanish.
The two charge operators, corresponding to the vector and the axial vector current no longer commute in the non-relativistic limit. Their commutator works out to be :
The commutator of the time and the space component of the axial current reveals an interesting fact. The result reads :
While the first term in the expression can be easily identified, the second term cannot be expressed in terms of the space or the time component of any of the currents introduced so far. This indicates the existence of new currents and new symmetries in the theory, so that the closure of the algebra is ensured.
IVB. New Currents and The Extended Current algebra
The basic field in the pure Schrödinger theory is a single-component object, but in the Pauli-Schrödinger theory it is a two-component spinor. Because of this speciality, the theory permits an extra, non-abelian type symmetry transformation :
where the basic field is denoted by ξ 0 , to maintain uniformity with the earlier discussion. The Noether current and charge densities corresponding to this symmetry can be found following the standard prescription :
The conservation of this current is guaranteed by Noether's theorem and follows from the Pauli-Schrödinger equation of motion. One might be surprised to note that : J 0i is identical to the i-th component of the (space part of) the axial current J i5 (67) in the non-relativistic limit. On the other hand, the time component of the axial current J 05 (68), in the same limit, equals J ii , with the two indices contracted in (83).
One immediately observes that the unidentified piece in the right hand side of (81) is related to the new current and the commutation relation now reads :
where J kl is obtained from (83). The components of this new current satisfy the following commutation relations among themselves :
To complete the story, we should compute the commutation relations of J 0k and J ik with the components of the conventional vector and axial current.
The results of these computations are furnished below. The time component of the new current follows the following commutation rules :
The space components J ik (x), on the other hand, exhibit the following behaviour :
The last result, like (74), is a consequence of the non-relativistic approximation -the commutator becomes negligible as none of the currents involved carries a factor of c.
Section V. Parity
We are familiar with the way a Dirac spinor transforms under parity and also familiar with the fact that this transformation acts as a discrete symmetry of the Dirac Lagrangian. It is therefore interesting to find how the scenario looks in the non-relativistic limit. The parity operation on a Dirac spinor is of the form :
In terms of the two-component spinors, it may be expressed as :
This is consistent with (9), where the negative sign for the η-field is generated from the space derivative of the ξ-field. Now clearly, the Lagrangian density (35), expressed in terms of ξ 0 and η 0 is invariant under (96) and so is (36), expressed solely in terms of ξ 0 .
We have introduced a number of charge and current densities for the Pauli-Schrödinger theory. Now, a true 3-scalar should be invariant under parity, while a true 3-vector should flip sign under it. Let us check these properties for the above mentioned bi-linears. As expected, J 0 = cξ † 0 ξ 0 is invariant under (96), while J i , given by (57), (58), or (60) alters sign. The negative sign is produced by the η-field in (57) and the space derivative in (58) and (60). The behaviours remain same before and after taking the non-relativistic limit.
In case of the axial current, J D 05 and J D i5 , given by (64) and (65), exhibit the opposite behaviour.
These transformation rules are maintained by (68) and (67) where the η field is eliminated and the c → ∞ limit is taken. These transformation properties demonstrate the axial nature of J 05 and J i5 in the framework of the PauliSchrödinger theory. Furthermore, the object J D 5 defined in (66), or J 5 in (69) is expected to be a pseudoscalar and that nature is easily established from its behaviour under (96).
Finally, we turn to our newly introduced charge and current densities. J 0k and J ik is defined by (83). Invoking (96), it is trivial to check that J 0k is a 3-scalar and J ik is a 3-vector, like J 0 and J i respectively.
Section VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed a systematic algorithm for obtaining the non-relativistic limit of any function or functional of the Dirac spinors. The Dirac equation is shown to reduce to the the Pauli-Schrödinger equation in general, which, in absence of the magnetic field, further reduces to a simple, Schrödinger -like equation involving two-component spinors. In presence of a magnetic field, however the non-relativistic limit differs from the ordinary Schrödinger equation, as the well-known spin -magnetic field coupling term is generated naturally. Also the familiar O(p 4 ) correction to the Schrödinger equation is obtained as a higher order approximation.
The negative energy solutions of the Dirac equation are shown to satisfy a Schrödinger -like equation with a negative mass, which is expected. In other words, our algorithm is able to reproduce standard results for both limits, depending on whichcomponent is taken as large or small. This is reminiscent of the two types of non-relativistic (electric and magnetic) limits of the Maxwell theory.
The Lagrangian and the Hamiltonian densities of the Dirac theory are found to reduce to the corresponding objects in the Schrödinger theory. The same is true about the generators of translation and rotation, except for the fact that the latter object now includes the spin contribution. Our analysis shows the validity of the Galilean symmetry. This is essential for a consistent non-relativistic limit of a relativistic theory.
The non-relativistic limit of the Dirac (vector) current is shown to reduce to the standard Schrödinger current with an additional term, which carries the signature of the spin -magnetic field coupling, even when the magnetic field is not switched on. A new, non-relativistic counterpart of the axial current of Dirac theory is obtained and the conservation of both the vector and the axial current is discussed. An interesting feature of the axial Ward identity, viz., non-vanishing of the so-called chiral mass term in the chiral limit, is revealed and justified.
The algebra of these non-relativistic currents are worked out and found to have a far more rich structure than that in the relativistic Dirac theory. In particular, the algebra does not close, hinting at the existence of new currents and new symmetries. These new currents and the underlying symmetries are unearthed and the full algebra, including these new currents are furnished.
We have also discussed about the form the parity operator assumes in the non-relativistic limit. The symmetry of the non-relativistic theory under this transformation is demonstrated. The behaviour of the above mentioned currents under parity is discussed and it is established that the newly introduced axial current, indeed, has an axial nature.
The present work opens up a number of areas for future investigation. Now that we have an axial current along with the vector one, one can study chiral anomaly within a non-relativistic framework, if one quantizes the Pauli-Schrödinger theory. One can also work out the current algebra afresh in this quantum version of the theory and look for the so-called commutator anomalies.
The non-abelian type symmetries, mentioned in section IVB, of the Pauli-Schrödinger theory can be gauged and the phenomenological consequences of that model can be investigated. The Pauli-Schrödinger theory has an intrinsic non-abelian nature, but it can be further enriched by coupling the spinor field with a non-abelian gauge field. Finally, with these ingredients like the vector and the axial current and the coupling with nonabelian gauge fields in hand, one can proceed to obtain a non-relativistic version of the Standard Model and study the low energy limit of that model.
